Homophones.

Homophones are words which sound
alike but have different meanings.
Where were you going yesterday?

1)

Choose the correct spelling of the words below to
complete the sentences.

not…knot
waste…waist
sales…sails
a) The

peel…peal
peace…piece
sun…son

board…bored
hole…whole
hair…hare

steal…steel
rode… road
cereal…serial

is at the centre of our solar system.

b) In the dark, he tripped down the large, dark

his horse well to win the race.

c) He
d) He ate the

of the chocolate bar in one gulp.

e) He tested the piece of
f) The salesman measured his

with a magnet.
carefully.

g) A man walked down the street with jet black
h) The

.

.

of the ship filled out in the strong wind.

i) He had

for breakfast every morning with his toast.

j) “At last five minutes
k) “There’s a
l) “Do you eat the

from you lot,” groaned the teacher.

in my shoelace,” moaned Stephen.
of the orange?” asked Jim.

Homophones Sheet

Homophones are words which sound
alike but have different meanings.
Are you coming to Bacup too?

1) Choose the correct spelling of the words below to complete
the sentences.
bare…bear
heel…heal

dear…deer
main…mane

fair…fare
hear…here

m)

He walked to the zebra crossing to cross the

n)

The doctor hoped the victim would soon

o)

Martin was an old and

p)

90p is the

q)

The

r)

Even if you whisper in class, I will still

road.
.

friend from many years ago.

to get to Accrington from Bacup.
growled as it crawled towards the picnic table.

you.
s)

The lion had red flesh around its

t)

The

.

scattered quickly when they saw the

cheetah.
u)

The teacher looked at the homework but the page was

v)

You may put your homework

w)

As he stood on the nail, it went into the

x)

Ask yourself if what you are doing is

to get a sticker.
of his shoe.
is our rule.

.

Homophones Sheet

Homophones are words which sound
alike but have different meanings.
If you come here, you will clearly hear me.

2) Choose the correct spelling of the words below to complete
the sentences.
Meat…meet
New…knew

Pail…pale
One…won

Pain…pane
Made…maid

a) The boy had just been sick and looked very
b) There was just

.

person left in the race at the end.

c) The chocolate bar was

in France.

d) “Is that an old shirt or a

one?” asked the teacher.
in his left

e) As he landed he felt a sharp
ankle.
f) As a vegetarian, I don’t eat
g) He

.

it was wrong to chat but he still did

so.
h) Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch a
i) The

placed all his clothes on the bed for him.

j) The first person to cross the line
k) It was nice to

of water.

the race.

an old friend after so long.

l) He arrived at school to find a window

was broken.

